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Going
dancing
Women's soccer wins
MAAC Championship;
will face Oklahoma State
in NCAA Tournament
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

For the first time since 2006, a
Fairfield varsity sport is going to the
NCAA Tournament.
The women's soccer team earned their
fifth berth in the tournament by winning the
MAAC Championship,
INSIDE:
beating Loyola 3-0 in the
i FIRST ROUND championship game.
Contributed Photo
Now, the Stags turn Seventh heaven: For the seventh time in women's soccer program history, the team won the MAAC Championship. The Stags will
PREVIEW
their attention to Oklahoma play Oklahoma State at Rutgers on Friday in the first round of the NCAA Tournament.
P.2
State, ranked No. 7 in the
nation and Fairfield's opponent in the record and a number four seed in the region. If Fairfield year as head coach in 2005. Three seniors remain from that
I EDITORIAL
first round of the NCAA Tournament. The wins, they will face the winner of Rutgers and Penn State. team, which lost to Duke 4-0 in the first round.
P.7
game will be played on Friday at Rut"We're happy to be here," said head coach Jim O'Brien.
"Freshman year we were just happy to be there," said
gers. The Cowgirls boast the top-ranked "We can beat a quality team because we are one. We've gone senior Caroline Downey. "But this year we have a strong
offense in the nation and won the Big XII regular season up against quality teams and tested ourselves."
championship. They enter the tournament with a 17-1-3
O'Brien led Fairfield to the NCAA Tournament his first
SEE "WAITING" ON P. 16

Riding clean
Fairfield exploring bike program
BY JOE CARRETTA

Have you ever considered riding on two wheels instead
of four?
With gas prices and environmental awareness both on the
rise, universities across the nation are giving bikes to incoming
freshmen in order to cut down students' reliability on cars, and
alleviate traffic problems.
Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs Jim Fitzpatrick, who said he uses his bike to get to work on nice days,
said that bikes will be a part of the Fairfield
INSIDE:
transportation system possibly as early as
next year or sometime in the near future.
CARTOON
"We're exploring options for some
P.7
bicycle program on campus for next
year," Fitzpatrick said. "The bikes will
either be by rental or some type of option for a reduced
cost purchase price."
The plan to give bikes away to students is being pioneered
locally by the University of New England, who has decided to
give free bikes to freshmen who promise to leave their cars at
home. Unlike Fairfield, the University of New England allows
freshmen to have cars on campus but is trying to curb that
policy and make the campus more sustainable.
The lack of transit services provided by the University is
being addressed by FUS A in the form of a special committee
dedicated entirely to the issue. Aside from the committee,
the idea of a "bike room" has been discussed during FUSA
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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Booking it: Bookstores will be forced to release ISBN numbers, allowing students to buy books from other sources.

Trust-busting
Bookstores to be required to release ISBN information
BY JAMES MARESCA

Political science textbook: $150. Accounting textbook:
$210. Biology textbook: $250.
Fairfield University students find themselves spending
as much as $850 or more each semester, just as a current
Fairfield nursing major, Erin Shea '10, recalls doing prior
to her first semester.
However, help might very well likely be on the way.
The Higher Education Bill, which was signed into law this
past August, will change the face of the textbook buying
market, according to its supporters.
The primary goal of the bill, an update of the Higher
Education Act, will be to lower the costs of getting a college
education by regulating textbook costs and private loans,

as well as, trying to give states incentives to increase their
investments in higher education.
On the Fairfield front, a significant portion of the students feel that the bill is a great step in the right direction.
The International Standard Book Number (ISBN) information will make it much easier for these students to purchase
needed textbooks at a much cheaper cost.
"College students don't have the most money in the
world," said Joe Bell '10. "Saving a few bucks on textbooks
could help with buying other textbooks."
The ISBN is the unique "fingerprint" that is used to identify specific books. With such information at their disposal,
students could more easily deviate from the bookstore and
SEE

"ISBN"

ON P.
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... where Jim O'Brien asked for a women's soccer spread, so he's getting one.
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NCAA First Round Preview

Fairfield projected starting lineup

Key matchups
OKLAHOMA STATE ATTACK

vs.

FAIRFIELD DEFENSE
The Cowgirls boast the No. 1 ranked offense in the country while Fairfield has the
15th ranked defense in the nation. The Stags are anchored by seniors Robyn Decker
and Caroline Downey. Also, in the back is freshman Alyssa Decker. Manning the goal
is freshman Kelly Boudreau, who ranks 10th in the nation in save percentage and
19th in goals against average. Fairfield allows 0.605 goals per game while Oklahoma
State scores an average of 3.48 goals per game.
EDGE: OKLAHOMA STATE

FAIRFIELD ATTACK

vs.
Photo Illustration by Chris Simmons

Goalkeeper

Defense

Midfield

Midfield

Forward

Kelly Boudreau
'12

Caroline
Downey
'09

Chrissie Sidie
'10

Spenser Allaway
'12

Nicole Cavallaro
'11

Adrienne Boyer
'10

Ahna Johnson
'09

Jasmin Corniel
'12

Alyssa Decker
'12

INTANGIBLES

Casey Frobey
'10

Robyn Decker
'09

OKLAHOMA STATE DEFENSE
Oklahoma State allows an average of 0.825 goals per game while Fairfield scores
an average of 1.82 goals per game. The Stags boast tremendous speed up front and
Ahna Johnson '09 has been on a hot streak, scoring 10 points in the last three games.
However, Fairfield has had several games where it just couldn't seem to find the back
of the net.
EDGE: EVEN

Oklahoma State has to fly from Stillwater, Okla. to play at Rutgers while Fairfield
will make the two hour-long drive. Fairfield wants to establish itself as a legitimate
program and a NCAA Tournament win would go a long way toward that goal.
EDGE: FAIRFIELD

(SS**Fairfield 15-4-3

■'Willy

Rutgers 12-6-1

Bulletin Board Material

^^^&

No. 4 OSU 17-1 -3

Penn State 16-7-0

!#

"Penn State is traditionally a top-five team who finished the season very strong.
Rutgers has a very a good history of women's soccer. We don't know anything about
Fairfield, except they're conference champions and have won 15 games."
— Oklahoma State University Coach Colin Carmichael

Students say bikes convenient for on-campus transport, but not off
CONTINUED FROM P.
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senate meetings.
"We were talking about creating a bike
room, where students could swipe in and
take a bike for a while, then just return it,"
said FUS A Senator Joe Mercadante '11. "The
idea will improve campus sustainability, and
will hopefully be put into effect in the coming
two years."
The issue for increased campus sponsored transportation is currently a hot topic
in the FUSA senate, as well as for many
students on campus. The lack of transit to the
train stations, and to regular spots in town is
a daily inconvenience for students, and will
be compounded next year when sophomores
lose the right to bring cars on campus.
Aside from the student impact, a campus
wide bike program would undoubtedly aid in
the ongoing "green" effort by Fairfield. The
average passenger car releases .05 gallons of
case per mile and releases nearly 21 grams
of carbon monoxide into the atmosphere.
Consider that many students drive SUV's,
which only increases the negative environmental impact.
"I know a lot of people who drive to class
from the townhouses," said townhouse resident Chaya Lee' 10. "I think if Fairfield gives
out bikes, students would be more inclined
not to take their cars to class."
The idea of substituting a bike for a car
is one not unfamiliar to some Fairfield faculty
members such as Kevin Cassidy, director of

the peace and justice studies program.
"It started years ago as an economy
measure since it allowed my wife and I to
have just one car instead of two, which was

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Ride along: Fairfield is hoping to increase the number of bikes on campus.
a big savings," he said. "Over the years, I've
come to value it for the built-in workout it
provides and the chance to get my head out
of whatever else I'm doing that day."
When sophomores will be losing car
privileges next year, this will only increase
the number of already cash-strapped students

who complain about the lack of an efficient
system of traveling into town.
While the idea of a loaner bike system
is environmentally attractive and may provide better opportunities to get around on-,
the idea has been met with mixed reception
because many students feel transportation
off-campus is a more important concern.
"I think University provided bikes are a
good idea for getting around on campus, but
will not benefit the majority of the students,"
said Kara Dimao '10. "For students who need
to go off campus, especially to the train station,
bikes really won't help the cause."
With only one hourly bus into town,
underclassmen are finding it increasingly difficult to fulfill daily needs without a reliable
form of transportation they can utilize.
"It's very difficult to do everyday errands
like going to the grocery store, post office, or
pharmacy because we don't have cars, and
only have one bus that runs hourly into town,"
said freshman Tom Peters. "I think the bike
system is a good idea, but I don't think it will
be much of a factor in making it easier to get
around off campus."
"I think the idea would be more beneficial
to bigger campuses," said Jeff Bradke '11. "It
might help with getting to class, but I think
Fairfield would benefit more by improving the
buses before giving away bikes."
Associate Director of Public Safety
Frank Ficko explained some of the advantages officers on bikes have compared to
those in patrol cars.

"Bikes enable an increased amount of
patrol coverage in areas where traditional
patrol vehicles are limited," he said. "We
encourage students to ride bikes as campus
is very compatible to this mode of transportation since they can contribute to improving
air quality while promoting exercise and
good health."
Of 20 randomly selected students in the
Barone Campus Center, only four said they
would be happy to receive a free bike to use
during the semester, while 16 said they would
rather be permitted to use their car rather
then use a bike, even if it was provided by
the University.
Fitzpatrick offered up an alternative idea
based on the same foundational idea that he
thought might be able to benefit members of
the Fairfield community.
"We're reviewing the current system both
in terms of on-campus and off-campus service,
issues such as ridership, costs and sustainability
are all part of the transportation equation," he
said. "Right now, I'm not too excited about the
loaner bike system.
"I favor a combination of bike purchase
and supplemental bus service during the colder
months," he said
"Fairfield is in the middle of an ongoing 'green' initiative," said FUSA President
Jeff Seiser. "We feel that we should try to
integrate that with the growing need for different forms of transportation students need
on- and off-campus."

NEWS
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ISBN information or e-books:
Students agree cheaper texts needed
CONTINUED FROM P.
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purchase textbooks for cheaper prices from
other retailers.
Jeff Seiser, the president of FUSA,
said students will be most affected by the
clause that says university bookstores will
be required to give the ISBN information
for all textbooks.
Students will have to wait a little longer, though, for this information, since the
Higher Education Bill will not take effect
until 2010.
Many other students said they are rather
indifferent about the bill.
In recent years, these students have
persevered in finding alternative ways to
purchase textbooks at cheaper costs anyway,
while using the information the University
bookstore does offer.
"You don't need the ISBN numbers to
get your books online, which is cheap anyways," said Meredith Moses '10.
Among the leading alternatives to
purchasing textbooks from a university
bookstore are Web sites such as Half.com
and Amazon.com.
On such sites, students can buy the
exact same books from individual sellers, at significantly lower prices. Most
importantly, these sites can direct students
to the books they need, without the use of
ISBN information.
There are some people who feel that
the Higher Education Bill might not prove
to be as helpful.
Barbara Farrell, the manager of Fairfield
University's bookstore, said she feels the

publishers will find other ways to make a
profit from college students.
"E-books are on the cusp," she said.
An e-book, or electronic book, is a digital take on the traditional print book. Rather
than purchase a traditional, tangible book, a
person can purchase an e-book which they
can view on their personal computers or
special devices called e-book readers.
College students in other parts of
America agree that there are problems with
textbook prices.
"People who select textbooks are
not the people who buy them, so price
doesn't factor into textbook sales the way
it would in a normal market," said Nicole
Allen, a UC Berkeley student, as quoted
in the Daily Californian.
As a result, the bill has found national
support from college students.
"It's a great step for the federal government to prioritize higher education like this,"
Sam Dotters-Katz, a University of Oregon
student told the Oregon Daily Emerald.
While the e-book option may be cheaper
in cost, students will not have the option to
sell these books back for money.
Also, Farrell predicts that in the future
many e-books will expire after a period of
time. In the end, this will leave Fairfield
students with nothing for their money.
There is no denying, however, the massive financial help that can come from this
bill, which some students are aware of.
"I think it will make textbook purchasing easier and more economical for students," said Shea. "I am enthusiastic about
the future possibility of saving a dramatic
amount of money on my textbooks."
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Letter from the editor:
The Mirror goes live
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

The election of the President-elect
Barack Obama is and will remain a historic
moment in American history, as people
who wanted change proved it by turning
out to the polls. Two million more 18-25
year olds cast their ballots in last Tuesday's
election than in 2004.
Your independent student newspaper
The Mirror also embarked on its own historic endeavor on election night: live online streaming video and blog coverage.
Through the interviewing prowess
of Mirror editors Christopher Haliskoe
'10 and Keith Connors '10, our Web site
brought online users student commentary
on the night's events, including special
guests FUSA President Jeff Seiser '10,
HAM Channel host Darryl Brackeen Jr.
'10 and Obama organizing fellow. Spencer
Thibodeau '10.
Coupled with the excitement of the
election already in the Barone Campus
Center, the prime location of our office
amidst student activities gave us an opportunity that could not be missed.
All registered online users received
e-mails about the live video and blog posts
that were to appear starting at 9:30 p.m. at
Fairfieldmirror.com.
As soon as the polls closed and results
came in, Blog Editor Melissa Mann '10,
posted blog updates on the status of each
state and candidate.

With CNN commentator Wolf Blitzer
reporting live via projection, Haliskoe and
Connors interviewed prominent members
of the campus community, including
special guest callers. Such individuals included Amanda Parks '10, who ran for, but
lost, the Connecticut state representative
office position, and former Mirror editor
in chief Ben Doody.
Although this was our first time embarking on such a project, our online efforts received
immediate feedback from online users.
Because of its success, we will be
bringing this technology to other events,
such as what Managing Editor Tom Cleary
'10 and Sports Editor Connors did on
Thursday night for the men's basketball
exhibition at Harbor Yard. They were
inundated with live blog comments and
feedback, and they streamed live from the
Bridgeport arena to capture pre-game, halftime and post-game commentary.
What do these changes mean for you?
The Mirror is rapidly becoming more
than just a weekly print publication: It is
becoming a place where readers, like you,
can access and participate in user-friendly,
interactive multimedia.
While the print edition is not going
anywhere, online will only enhance your
reading experience.
We hope you check out and enjoy the
latest features of Fairfieldmirror.com. And,
as always, we encourage and welcome you to
provide input for your student newspaper.

THE ONLY THING GROWING FASTER THAN OUR
GRADUATE PROGRAMS IS OUR REPUTATION.
Accounting
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Computer Information Systems
Education - Elementary
Education - Secondary
Interactive Communications
Journalism
Law
MBA-CFA® Track (Chartered Financial Analyst)
MBA/HCM (Health Care Management)
MBA/JD (Joint degree in business and law)
Medical Laboratory Sciences/Biomedical Sciences
Molecular & Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologists' Assistant
Physician Assistant
Radiologists' Assistant
Graduate Online Programs
Interactive Communications
Organizational Leadership with focus areas in:
Higher Education, Human Resources, Information
Technology, Insurance
Learn more: www.quinnipiac.edu

Graduate Programs: graduate@quinnipiac.edu
Graduate Online Programs: quonlineadrnissions@quinnipiac.edu
Law School: ladm@quinnipiac.edu

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
1-800-462-1944 I Hamden, Connecticut
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CampiIUS crime beat:
Recycling bin thefts, narcotics and criminal trespass warnings
BY DANIEL LEITAO

Tuesday, Nov. 4
11:11 p.m. A harassment case was reported and was
referred to judicial.
Wednesday, Nov. 5
1:03 p.m. A recycling bin was reported stolen from Townhouse 7 block,
there are currently no suspects.
11:32 p.m. Public Safety assisted
the Fairfield Police Department concerning a hit-and-run on North Benson
Road.
Friday, Nov. 7
2:18 a.m. A criminal trespass warning
was issued to a non-student for not complying
when he refused to provide identification.
11:37 a.m. A recycling bin was stolen from the Townhouse 10 block. There are currently no suspects.

The

NEWS

Satuday, Nov. 8
12:09 a.m. An assault involving a student and two
non-students occurred in the Townhouse 1 and 2 blocks.
The non-students were escorted off campus and the student
did not wish for police involvement.
1:52 a.m. A student reported a number of personal items stolen from The Levee. The incident is
currently under investigation.
12:57 p.m. A non-student reported her purse
being taken while at a townhouse.
2:59 p.m. A threatening case was reported
involving two students. The incident is currently
under investigation.
Sunday, Nov. 9
1:57 a.m. Vandalism and graffiti was reported in
Dolan Hall.
8:19 p.m. A narcotics case occurred in a residential
hall. The Fairfield Police Department was notified and the
student was referred to judicial.
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Who needs cars?

A team to remember
As the basketball season begins and the excitement
grows about the men's and women's teams, both of which
were selected second in the Metro Athletic Atlantic
Conference (MAAC) pre-season poll, the fall sports may
unfortunely be ignored.
But this weekend the women's soccer team, along
with their male counterparts and the women's volleyball team, showed that although hoops may be upon us,
it's not yet time to wrap up the fall sports season.
The women's soccer team made a thrilling run
through the MAAC Tournament, defeating Siena in
penalty kicks 5-4, after a 0-0 tie through regulation and
two overtimes, and then knocking off No. 1 Loyola in
the championship game.
Meanwhile the men's soccer team picked up two
wins at home over Marist and Siena to earn a berth in the
MAAC Tournament, a possibility that seemed unlikely
two weeks ago. On campus, the volleyball team won two
matches, including a major victory over rival Siena to take
over sole possession of first place in the conference with a
14-2 record.
However, it is the women's soccer team that will go
down as one of the best varsity athletics teams in Fair- .
field's history. The senior class is no stranger to winning
championships, as they also did it in 2005 as freshmen.
Anna Johnson is ranked with the best players in Stags history and the younger players on the team have the opportunity to join her, if the past success of players like Nicole
Cavallaro '11 and Casey Frobey '10 is any indication of
how they will finish their careers.
The win brings back memories from two years ago,
when the men's soccer team won the MAAC Championship and went on to the NCAA Tournament. Despite being a major underdog, the Stags knocked off in-state rival
UConn in Storrs, Conn., the home of the Huskies. Now
Oklahoma State stands in the way of the second NCAA
Tournament victory in Fairfield athletics history. Johnson,
head coach Jim O'Brien and the rest of the women's soccer squad have written their names down in the history
books for a second time in their careers. Now, a win in
Piscataway, N.J. this weekend will make them a team that
will be remembered forever.
The team has an undeniable chemistry, and the senior
class has been through much in its four years at Fairfield.
With the experience they gained in 2005, the Stags hope
to secure a miraculous victory over Oklahoma State and
return to Fairfield with yet another accomplishment.

In reference to the p.1 story "Riding clean: Fairfield exploring bike program." Since cars will be limited next year on campus,
will you be seen riding a bike? Take the poll atfairfieldmirror.com. If the issue really has you fired up, submit your thoughts
to mirror.comment@gmail.com, or post your comments on the story on our Web site.

Extreme shopping on eBay
Sunderland University, promised
to sign over his soul by writing a
legal document in his own blood
after receiving the check. Despite
the warnings from local clergymen
about the "dangerous" nature of
the transaction, he sold the soul to
a man in Oklahoma.
And let's not forget about the

the sandwich on a world tour and
donate the profits to charity. Diane
Why are these absurd items
Duyser, the seller from Florida,
posted on eBay? How can someone
claims that the holy sandwich has
market something as incalculable as
not molded since she made it.
a life, as intangible as a soul, or as
People post increasingly idiotic
useless as a 10-year-old sandwich?
offers on eBay not because they are
Has the globalization of world econdesperate for money, but because
omies rendered virtually anything a
they are bored.
eBay has become
commodity—even a
kick to the groin?
an entertainment facilUniversity of Misty— sellers post ransouri sophomore Midom items at obscene
cheal Linnerman postprices and get a good
laugh when someone
ed an offer on eBay
titled "Kick me in the
actually buys it.
Usher was looknuts to help me pay for
ing for something to
college." According
distract him from his
to U-Wire, the offer
failed relationship and
allowed the buyer to
| Malham just wanted to
kick him directly in the
see if something as intesticles while the incitangible as a soul could
dent is videotaped.
actually be sold.
As if this offer
Duyser wins the
does not sound riaward for cleverest
diculous enough, he
eBay auctioneer, by
set the starting price
marketing her cheese
at $80,000.
sandwich as a religious
But, Linnerman
relic —she rolled in
wasn't the first to post a
almost 30 grand.
bizarre offer on eBay.
As for Linnerman,
According to BBC
he doesn't actually beNews, over the summer
lieve anyone is rich
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board. Ian Usher, 44, sold his
or sadistic enough to
"entire
life"
on
eBay
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirror.comment@gmail.com
pay $80,000 to kick
for about $303,628.
him in the groin. But
Usher included
he was trying to make
his house, his car, his
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
job and his friends in
ioto illustration by Veronica Florentino a statement about the
and contributions of its readers:
the offer in an effort to Looking for that offer you can't refuse Your soul is worth cost of secondary eduLetters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
make a new start after Just $16.95 plus shipping and handling!
cation. Today, college
e-mailed to themirror.feedback@mail.com
bills are metaphoria difficult divorce. Alor submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
cally hitting thousands of American
though Usher said he did not regret infamous "Virgin Mary Toast."
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
The 10-year-old toasted cheese families where it hurts—and he's
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
selling his life, he had hoped for a
sandwich said to bear the image of the right, something should be done
higher bid.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
Artist Gareth Malham, made a Virgin Mary sold for $28,000 on eBay about it.
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
Although Linnerman didn't
similar
sale in 2002, when he sold in 2004, according to BBC News.
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
make
$80,000 as he had hoped, I say
his
soul
for
$16.95,
according
to
an
An
Internet
casino,
goldenPlease keep letters to under 350 words.
kudos.
It takes chutzpah to make an
palace.com,
bought
the
sandwich,
article
in
BBC
News.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
The 26-year old from England, saying that it had become a part offer like that.
who had recently graduated from of "pop culture." They plan to take
The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
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wheiA, to put the
fLlp flops fl way:
Winter wear,
Fairfield style
BY JESSIE GIORDANO

Whether you're representing the beloved state of our very own Fairfield
University, or you're from all the way out
on the West Coast, you've learned by now
that Connecticut isn't always 70 degrees
and sunny.
As you bring home your shorts and
miniskirts over Thanksgiving break, you'll
need to know what to wear as the temperature drops and the leaves fall.
When to put away the
flip flops: We all love showing off a new pedicure, but
waking up for your 8 a.m.
and seeing frost on the
ground is usually a
good indicator that
open-toed shoes
are not the most
appropriate attire.
Girls, we all
need to come to
terms with the reality that summer can't
last forever. My rule
is that once it hits
40 degrees at least
twice, you have a good reasonto stop spending $25 every two weeks on your pedicure.
Shove your flip-flops to the back of your
closet. Don't wait until there is three feet of
snow on the ground.
Guys, we promise you that it doesn't
look good when you're wearing your
Fairfield sweatshirt underneath your North
Face with sweatpants and J. Crew flipflops. No one wants to see your pale feet
in the middle of January.
Ugg Boots: Guys, we know you hate
them, but we promise that we wouldn't judge
you if you invested in a pair for yourself.
They are a godsend.
But girls, no one thinks it looks good
when you show up at a party on a Friday
night with your Abercrombie denim miniskirt and a pair of tall
black Uggs. We judge you
then and we would much
prefer it if you covered
up your orange-y,
tanned legs. Put
away the miniskirt and stick to
skinny jeans.
Keep

warm: Walking
to your 8 a.m. in
the Dolan School of
Business with a puffy
down jacket, a wool
knit hat, and microfleece gloves in the beginning of February is really nothing to be
ashamed of.
When classes don't get cancelled and
you have to trek halfway across campus in
what can be. consider the next great blizzard,
it's OK not to wear your new top. I'll be the
first person to break out the ski jacket and
beanie when it hits 10 degrees and hail starts
to come down.
So how to survive winters in the New
England? Invest in some very fashionable
scarves, find yourself a hottic to snuggle up
with and know that it's OK to bring a box of
tissues to Religious Studies.
Above photo illustrations by Niles Muzyk

Photo illustration by Chris Love/The Mirror

Doody does the dedication: The Quad was dedicated at a ceremony this past Friday afternoon.

Stonehenge, Central Park... Fairfield Quad
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Every so often a project of magnificent proportions is executed
perfectly. One such instance was the renovation of the Residential
Quad. Its transition from a place filled with dead shrubs and burnt
grass to an expression of what Fairfield University actually is and
what it can be, cannot be matched.
But the renovation was still met with some hesitation.
Many will complain about the noisy mornings that the construction created, but those eventually tapered out. Others complained about how long it took to get the project done, but delays
always happen in construction. Some hate the center of the Quad
because they wanted to see an open field, but the dimensions and
space are something that can now be appreciated. Then you will
find another group that complains about the renovation running
overtime, as if those first two weeks of the academic year were
such a burden.
Some people were expecting a field to play Frisbee or football,
but how many fields do we need? We have been caught in the state
of wants and have forgotten the role that things of this nature play in
our society. A Quad is a centerpiece and as a centerpiece it should
be shown as a point of hope.
It has been my experience that these Quad naysayers will
never truly be satisfied.

I know I am taking a side that not many will agree with,
because to be honest, I didn't understand it either with my first
glance of the project. It was not until the topic of last Friday's
Quad "opening" came up that I fully understood the execution of
this project.
The Quad has become a great glance into the lenses of what
Fairfield can become. If every building were to follow the lead of
the quad, this campus would recreate itself, placing its physical
beauty on top of its natural beauty.
With the tricky aspect of predicting enrollment and the everchanging economy, to execute a high cost project, such as the
quad, is somewhat impossible. But in creating something that
looks like the Central Park of Fairfield University, it has become
money well spent.
When asked by The Mirror what she thought of the project,
one student said that it looked like Stonehenge. The ideological
architecture will speak volumes of the character of this campus.
In the same article, a student spoke about the lack of communication that came with the project. This is the part that led me
to disagree with the project at first. But the end result two months
later has produced a great example of what is to be the starting
block for the campus changes of years to come.
Take another look at the Quad. It may serve as one of many
instances of Fairfield's ambitious and thoughtful future.

Fighting racism, prolonging sexism
(U-

Lady was even compared to a she-goat.
When talk show host Rush Limbaugh
asked the nation if they really wanted to
WIRE/INDIANA U.)
watch Clinton age in the White House, he
received little objection. When Don Imus
It would be hard to argue that Barack
made that infamous comment about the
Obama's victory on Nov. 4 was not a
Rutgers women's basketball team, he was
historic event.
kicked off the air.
Regardless of his foreign policy expePalin of
rience and questioncourse received
able economic strateher own share
gies, the very fact that
of sexism durthere will now be a
ing her course
black president in the
as vice presiWhite House says a
dential nomilot about this counnee. She came
try. Only 145 years
under fire for
ago, slavery was still
taking on too
common practice in
many responAmerica, and now
sibilities while
someone who would
she had five
have had no rights
children
to raise
or freedom a century
(including
one
ago is the leader of the
newborn with
free world.
special needs).
But while this
Vice Presidentdrawn out and remarkelect Joe Biden
able race has proved
never came unhow far America has
der such scrucome with its relationtiny for conship with one minorContributed Photo, State of Alaska
ity, it is also a strong Showing respect to women in high positions: Palin received criticism for running for office tinuing public
service.
reminder of how nega- while also supporting a family.
In March,
tively perceived anLooking back at this election with the The New York Times released a poll that
other subgroup of this country is.
Yes it is true, there were slurs and power of hindsight, I am astonished at the showed 42 percent of Americans believed
sneers against Obama for nothing more blatant, unchecked sexism that ran rampant that racism was more of a problem than
than his race, but they were never as in the media during this race. A Fox News sexism. While it is true that electing a black
mainstream or accepted as the ones against anchor made the crack that no man could president might fix the problem of race in
take Clinton seriously because they would society, it is important that this nation take
Hillary Clinton and Sarah Palin.
The majority of us are guilty of it. I just flash to their wives nagging them about the time to reflect on its treatment of women
will admit, even I am guilty. Some of my taking out the garbage. The former First who tried to achieve the same position.
BY DANIELLE FLEISCHMAN

articles were even dedicated to ridiculing
the hockey mom from Alaska, and I spent
my fair share of time insulting Clinton
and her haphazard attempt for the White
House. But while these two women ran
weak campaigns, the media manipulated
the situation to new heights, and the public
at large did not object.

Editor: Meghan Schelzi
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Student environmentalists
clean and green the Townhouse area

BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

A milk crate. Baseballs. Noxzema. A blow-up doll hanging from a tree.
These were just some of the items found by 11 committed undergrads Sunday
during the Student Environmental Association's (SEA) second campus cleanup of the
semester.
While the first clean-up focused on the surrounding area near Dolan Hall, the students headed up to the townhouses to pick up and collect any trash and liter that dotted
the campus grounds.
Although the event did draw several freshmen interested in Freshman Year Experience (FYE) credit, many had other reasons for attending.
"I am here to help clean-up," said Brenna Dean '12, who volunteered with friends.
"We're all about the environment."
In just over half an hour, the green biodegradable bags soon became full with bottles,
cans, wrappers and even old gloves that were extracted from under fallen leaves, bushes
and air conditioning units among the townhouse blocks.

"Do the juniors party in the woods or something?" said a surprised Mike Grabarits
'12, who emerged from a wooded area in the townhouses with three baseballs and several
cans in hand.
Classmate Bailey Cardinal '12 was also surprised by the amount and range of items
she found by the townhouses, including scattered pieces of wooden furniture.
"It's a mess," she said. "I'd be mad to live here."
When asked how she would respond to students who say it is not their job to pick
up trash, SEA president Dana August' 11 said that it does not take that much more extra
effort to use a garbage or recycle bin.
"It's not the job of [the grounds crew] to do it," said August. "There's a trash bin
and a recycling bin. Take an extra few seconds to take a can out of the bushes and put
it in the right bin."
With over 10 bags filled with litter, the group filled up one navy blueco-mingle toter
with cans, bottles and aluminum cans.
Although another SEA Campus Cleanup is not scheduled for this semester, August
as well as SEA Secretary Stacy Davis '09 anticipates upcoming holiday events like an
LED Christmas lights sale to draw student attention and increase awareness.

4
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Jexandra Gross/ The Mirror

The Green Brigade: (From left to right) Back: Bailey Cardinal '12, Teresa Garrity '12, SEA President Dana August'11, SEA Secretary Stacy Davis
'09, Vincent Keeney '12, Zach Gross '12, Mike Grabarits '12, Charlie Johnson '12, Taylor Geick '12. Front: Megan Reilly '12, Brenna Dean '12.

Alexandra Gross/The Mirror

Searching for treasure: Sunday afternoon students trekked through Townhouse lawns, which were scattered with remnants of the weekend's parties. Students such as Dana August '11 and Vincent Keeney '12 found beer cans and garbage in unusual places, and maneuvered to make sure that the trash made it to its proper place.
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Chicken patties and fries aren't cutting it:
Health-conscious Fairfield students call for more healthful food options in Barone
BY LAURA DOWNEY

The subject of food is always a touchy one; it is never easy to please
everyone.
Although the Barone Campus Center cafeteria has progressed significantly
with its food options, it still lacks the variety necessary to placate the entire student
population. The new sandwich station and salad-making station are phenomenal
new attributes to its selection. However, there is still work to be done.
The issue of obesity is prominent in American society, and forces people to
discuss the importance of keeping healthy options out there for everyone. With a
society as innovative and health crazed as the one we live in, vegetarian diets and
vegan diets are popular new fads, especially with college students. Barone does not
supply enough options for those who choose to leave meat out of their diet or even
the more extreme, leave any animal products out of their diet. It is just as important
to get protein and all other vital nutrients in their meals as it is for meat eaters.
Even those who are just looking to eat a good healthy meal may have the occasional
struggle to find enough nutritional options in the cafeteria.
"As an athlete, getting the right nutrients is really important, so personally I wish the
selection was a bit healthier," said sophomore women's soccer starter Nicole Cavallaro.
But, simple solutions do exist. There are a few simple foods that can be added
to the selection that will satisfy everyone's needs.
First of them is brown rice. White rice is offered at least three times a week
now in the cafeteria, which is great. But, brown rice is a healthy alternative to white
rice. As with many new foods coming out, brown rice provides several nutrients
Contributed Photo
that white rice does not, similar to how wheat pasta has a higher nutritional value 0n its way: Barone already contains a new salad bar and sandwich-making station, but many vegthan white pasta.
etarians and health-conscious students are calling for a greater variety of nutritional staples.
Sophmore Ream Akkeh believes that brown rice is a vital part of the diet
"Get brown rice in Barone!" she said. "It just makes such a better side than white
Third, fish is another food that, many vegetarians use as a source of protein. Tuna is adrice, it's easy so why not!"
equately supplied at every meal, but other types of fish are rare commodities.
Another would be the addition of a few more soy products. For vegetarians and vegans,
Many times the entrees offered for dinner or lunch are some kind of chicken cutlet or some
soy is a vital element of their diet. The soymilk and tofu already offered at Barone are a great type of beef. The addition of fish once or twice a week even, could make a huge difference.
start. Soybeans are an easy way to get protein, something of which vegetarians need to make
Fish provides many of the same or similar high quality proteins that chicken or red meat
sure they get enough.
provide for carnivores*'.-"~~
At the grilling station, tofu or soy dogs are also a great way to incorporate soy into the
Therefore, giving vegetarr;
>ortunity to get substantial protein as well.
selection, in addition to veggie burgers, which are already offered.
The lack of a few staple healthy option'sTifSn easy problem to fix. Just a few adjustments
Even the addition of some nuts on the salad bar can have a huge effect on the diet of to the menu can make it significantly better.
vegetarians and vegans.
Barone has already taken several crUgial steps to make it a better place to eat. With4be
Kelly Erwin '11 is a long-time vegan and thinks that "vegans should always have a good addition of a few more options, it will be better able to satisfy more of the student body.
vegan option. Soy products should always be available."
•^■"
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You can get there from Stewart International.
Wherever you're traveling, chances are you can get there from Stewart International Airport. Stewart is one of
the smartest travel buys in the United States. In addition to the very competitive prices our partner airlines offer
on non-stop flights, Stewart offers you sensibly priced one-stop access to some of the most sought-after destinations.
What's more, Stewart is easily accessible via 1-84, the New York State Thruway or Metro-North Railroad,
and it hosts some of the world's best known airlines, including JetBlue, Delta, Northwest, and US Airways.
So wherever you're planning to go, take off from Stewart
Above destinations can be reached by either non-stop flights or with one connection.

Stewart International Airport

THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NY& NJ

Your neighborhood International Airport.

panynj.info
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A swift and Tearless return
Country star's new CD provides a fresh sound
BY COURTNEY KERN

Taylor Swift's sophomore CD had big
shoes to fill after her acclaimed self-titled
| triple Platinum debut, "Taylor Swift."
But Swift still manages to write beautiful country music without sounding "honky
tonk" — i.e. writing about trailer parks, beer
or being a "redneck woman."
It is clear that although Swift has
graduated from high school, her lyrics
have not. Hpwever, Swift has mastered
this genre of music with her light, carefree
and at times pensive songs on "Fearless."
This new album saw success with its first
pre-released single, "Love Story" hitting the
highest out of all of her songs on Billboard's
Hot 100.
Swift also writes all of her own songs,
which is impressive for such a young artist.
She refers to this in her song "Hey Stephen": "Hey Stephen I could give you 50
reasons why I should be the one you choose
all those other girls, well they're beautiful
but would they write a song for you?"
"Fifteen" is a song giving advice to 15
year olds. Swift advises them to not fall in
love too quickly. Swift is clearly thinking
that she is the wiser for being 18 now as opposed to 16 when her first CD was released
in 2006. This is in keeping with the rest of
her CD, shifting from the naive songs like
"Our Song" and "Stay Beautiful" to more
mature songs. Some ballads like "White
Horse" display Swift's new style.
Yet, her efforts to mix up her style
falls short. But this is not necessarily a
Gactv.com bad thing.
Taylor Swift beats the sophomore slump: Taylor Swift returns with
The Swift that won two Country Music
"Fearless," the follow up to her triple platinum debut.
Awards this year for "Our Song" as well as

a Grammy for Top Female Vocalist is one that won us over
with songs about her crushes and Tim McGraw. Swift was
not really in need of a reinvention.
Her song "You Belong With Me" is not the most original song, resembling "Girl Next Door" by Saving Jane, it
expresses Swift's feeling of liking a guy who doesn't realize
what he is missing in her.
Swift croons "Can't you see that I'm the one who understands you/been here all along/So why can't you see/
you belong with me." As opposed to iTunes best-sellers,
"Fearless" and "Love Story," tracks like "Breathe" and "Tell
Me Why" get lost, without a spark driving them.
Swift brings out the romantic in all of her primarily female group fans. She draws from experience as she grew up
on a Pennsylvania farm. Swift writes about pumpkin patches
and tractor rides with her father in "The Best Day".
Swift has admitted writing songs about real life boyfriends. Perhaps some of her edgier songs on this album like
"White Horse," "Forever & Always" and "You're Not Sorry"
are inspired by her recent break-up with Joe Jonas. These
songs refer to Swift giving up on her Prince Charming. In
fact, we can almost be certain this Jonas Brothers member
is an inspiration for songs on this CD. The digital booklet
on iTunes features encrypted messages using capital letters
saying things like "if you play these games, we both lose."
No matter what her motivation was for writing these songs,
they are certainly a good listen.
The best bets for downloads off "Fearless" are "Fearless," "Love Story," "You Belong With Me," "Hey Stephen"
and "The Way I Loved You." Swift has matured with.some
songs on her new album but for the most part listeners can
expect the same from Swift as they heard on her self-titled
debut album.
But that is why we love Swift, isn't it? This CD is definitely worth those five good downloads, the rest are lost in
monotony following her previous album.

m &w$ <fe -m& m m& AfoMt
BY JP PORRETTA

The ex-Destiny's Child star has been all
over the radio the past few weeks with
her brand new song, "If I Were a
Boy." The first single off
her new album, which
is due out Nov. 18, "If I
Were a Boy" is a departure from her normal
style, with a mostly guitar
driven sound reminiscent
of a rock ballad. Try not
getting the chorus stuck in
your head.
Although I really wish my
housemate would stop blasting this song at all hours of
the night, I must admit it is
a catchy track. Kicking off
with a nod to Moldovan pop
music trio O-Zone's "Dragostea Din Tei," the shrill
intro melts into Rihanna's
familiar voice.
T.I and Rihanna are a
great pop tag team, with
their vocal chemistry producing one of the biggest
hits of the Fall.

The Las Vegas rockers have returned to
airwaves with its new single, "Human". The
band once again reinvents its sound
with this song, which is also
the first single off the
group's upcoming third album,
"Day and Age."
Next time your
driving down 1-95,
be sure to. tune into
Z100 or K-Rock, which
has been playing this
song continuously.
Despite all the media
backlash and constant
scrutiny, it's going to
take an atomic bomb to
take this girl down.
She may be a terrible parent and an
unorthodox role
model, but she sure
can write a mean
Top 40 hit. "Worn-'
anizer," just like
all other Britney
songs, is an instant pop hit.
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This 'Role Model' sets example for good comedies
community service at Sturdy Wings, an organization
for helping troubled children. Danny is assigned
to Augie, a stereotypical
nerd who is socially awkward and obsessed with a
fantasy role-playing game
similar to World of Warcraft. The role of Augie
is played by Christopher
Mintz-Plasse, known to
many as McLovin of "Superbad". The character of
Augie is very similar to
McLovin, though, just as
Scott's character Wheeler
is very similar to Stiffler,
the character he played
Rottentomatoes.com in the "American Pie"
The perfect "Role Model" for adult comedies: Sean William Scott and Paul Rudd star in "Role Models," trilogy.
one of the funniest films of the year.
Wheeler's luck isn't
much better, as he is
One of the great things that the assigned to loud-mouthed Ronnie. A
BY JP PORRETTA
movie possesses is the great chemistry 10-year-old misfit who assumes that all
Just when you thought there couldn't between co-stars Rudd and Scott. Playing white men look like Ben Affleck, Ronnie
be any more raunchy-adult comedies this two incompetent friends, the two work makes Wheeler's life a living hell, stealfall, Paul Rudd and Sean William Scott together as salespeople for Minotaur, an ing his car and telling his superiors that
strike comedy gold with their new film, new energy drink that it advertised as a he's a pedophile who wants to take his
safe alternative to doing drugs. Scott plays pants off.
"Role Models."
Not to say the movie was flawless,
"Role Models" follows the same Wheeler, a party animal who enjoys life,
formula as every other adult comedy this while Rudd plays Danny, a self-loathing "Role Models" certainly accomplished all
year: excessive vulgar language, potty screwup, with a judgmental attitude that that it set out for. It was a laugh riot from
mouth humor and a predictable ending. causes him to lose his long-term girlfriend start to finish, with incredible character
development that, although predictable
Yet despite all this, "Role Models" finds Beth (played by Elizabeth Banks).
After an unsuccessful run-in with the from the beginning, still drew the viewers
ways to come out on top as the best comlaw, the two are sentenced to 150 hours of in. One can't help but sympathize for the
edy of 2008.

Ti TED BIST

WANTED:
Students for PAID Internship
FAIRFTJELD CORPS

neglected and
lonely Augie,
or continuously
cheer on Danny
as he attempts to win back the love of his
life, Beth.
Speaking of which, the character of
Beth was the only real flaw. The role of
Beth was played by Banks, best known
for her role as Kim on the ABC sitcom
"Scrubs," or the role of Miri in the newly
released, "Zack and Miri Make a Porno."
A beautiful, young and funny actress in
the prime of her career, it was shame to
find that she was not used to her potential
in "Role Models". Her screen time was
limited, and in this little time she didn't
express much of her comedic potential.
She sure did look hot, though...
All in all, "Role Models" is a must-see
for the fall season. Rudd once
again proves to be one of
the leading funny-men of
our generation, and Scott
finally returns
with a memorable performance
since his
memorable
role as
Stiffler.
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WANT TO JOIN FAIRFIELD CORPS?

Look Great
in a
Hollywood Tan

UNLIMITED
TANNING

Fairf ield Corps is a group of paid Fairf ield University student interns
working to curb underage drinking. Student interns educate fellow college
students and Bridgeport middle school students about the effects of
alcohol use while helping students learn how to make healthier choices.
The Fairfield Corps initiative is funded by a grant from the CT Department
of Mental Health and Addiction Services.

siaran<
starting at

99

Fairfield Corps interns for this semester are: Justin Casenta '10,
Jennifer Faro '09, Jillian Fiascki '09, Ryan Keane '09, Juliet Jacobs '10,
Kathleen Hurley '10, Sean Nolan '10, Christine Ruane '10, Justin Smith '10,
and Jordan Hummel'10.

per month

Get Paid. Build Your Resume.
Make a Difference.

fOOD TANS
NI N G

If interested, please e-mail your resume to Pam Paulmann at ppaulmann@maH.fairfield.edu
or call 254-4000 ext. 3346 for further information.

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

ij.

Hollywood Tans Introduces

W€iare looking for enthusiastic, motivated juniors and seniors to
join Fairf ield Corps! This is a 10-week internship that pays $14/hour and
entails working with college students, teaching middle school students,
and work on other projects. Selected applicants will gain knowledge,
experience and skills in project management, motivational interviewing,
public speaking, teaching, and multicultural experience with middle
schoolchildren.

FAIRFXELD

J Ui

SALONS

STRATFORD

FAIRFIELD

NORWALK

1345 Barnum Ave.
Stratford, CT

2173 Biack Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT

440 Westport Ave.
Norwalk, CT

203-385-8555

203-336-8267

203-847-7755
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Tina Masciadrelli

Registration: Fun or frustration?
Oh, registration; what will we
ever do without you? Regardless
of one's own personal opinion on
the subject, I can't believe this
will be the final time I am registering for classes.
Registration gives us the opportunity to pick our poison, its weekly
dose, as well as who will be adminis
tering it. My advice: avoid threeday-a-weeks if you can, and
learn to love the word "turbo."
Also, take advantage of
the add/drop period. If
there are no hot girls on $
the class roster, you'll be
bored regardless of who
teaches the class.
To the underclassmen, we all apologize for
leaving you with the most
abysmal registration day,
but we've all been there. As
seniors, we have the ephemeral luxury of registering at 6
p.m. on Monday night and still getting into every class we wanted. But
instead of lamenting over not getting your third choice, take a risk
and choose a course that interests
you regardless of the time code
or what Rate My Professor says.
(Though the site has provided very
reliable and.accurate information

over the years.)
Also: a quick word on the core.
Sign up for courses with interesting titles. They're often not 8 a.m.
classes and are generally easy.
Even though we go to college
to be all educated and serious, I
wish for once that the Registrar
would include some classic college courses, at least just for
kicks, and see who signs up
for them. I mean, come on how funny would it be if you
^ could sign up for "Female
Anatomy", "Introduction
to Blackouts" or even
"Basket Weaving"? As
an aside, what exactly
does the Registrar's office do when we aren't
registering for classes? All
I'm saying is sending transcripts can't take up all 14
weeks of the semester.
Even though we wish we
could sign up for more interesting
courses with easier professors and
sexier coeds, college needs to have
some negatives. Even if "The Art
of Beirut" isn't a course, that's the
purpose of weekends. By the way,
shout out to Big Bottoms on the
win last Saturday, even though we
almost got you in round two.

When you look up Fairfield in
college books, you see something
like this: 1) gorgeous people looking like they stepped off the pages
of a J.Crew magazine 2) senior
housing on the beach and...3) terrifying registration stories.
I'm personally pissed about
the new alphabetical order registration lottery. After three years of
getting horrible lottery numbers, I
thought senior year would be my
chance to come out on top. Not
so much; the M's got screwed
and I'm going to be stuck
with lame classes at lame
times, once again.
The worst part
about senior year,
besides the fact that it
can't last forever, is that
we have don't have anoth
er semester to put off those
core classes. So underclassmen, don't freak out when
you see us in your science and
philosophy classes wearing navy
blue Fairfield Beach sweatshirts
and reeking of booze.
Registration week is full of
anxiety and nerves. It is the worst
feeling when you punch in the
class you need to take, just to find
out it's already full. Now, your fin-

gers are furiously flipping through
the course booklet to find a new
section and hopefully get lucky
choosing a teacher that you didn't
have time to research online. I'm
a firm believer of choosing times
before teachers. I mean, you
could be on ratemyprofessor.com
for hours just to find that they
might have the little red hot
chili pepper next to their
names, but their finals are
35 pages long. There's no
point in wasting your time
*."\ trying to figure out who
" give an easy A.
A few rules
to follow: Avoid
nasty classroom
hangovers. After
a Thursday night
rinking, a teacher
with a serious case of
BO and the toilet in DSB
is not a good combo the
next morning. If you plan to go big
on Tuesday and Thursday nights,
avoid Wednesday and Friday
morning classes. You will end up
skipping them all the time or wake
up still drunk and have no chance
of understanding anything that
will happen during that hour and
15 minutes of academic hell.

and your world matters
Day one. It's not just about work. It's about the chance to make a difference to the wider community,
to connect with a diverse range of people and places around the world. Bring your passion and
interests and we'll help find a way for you to contribute to the things that matter to you. From your
very first day, we're committed to help you achieve your potential. So, whether your career lies
in assurance, tax, transaction or advisory services, shouldn't your day one be at Ernst & Young?

What's next for your future?

TOWORKFORS

1
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LOGIC PUZZLE
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Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 ■EASY

6
2 1
7 8
4 2
7
9 2
1 5
8 4
6 3

8
2
9 3
8
7
3
5

PUZZLE #2-MEDIUM

4 9
3
7
3
6
1 2
4

1
4
9
7
3

PUZZLE #3 HARD

1

3 9

4

5
6
9

9
8 4
7
2

4
2
6

9
5 2
7
8

1

6

4 2 3
7 1 6
9 1 4
9
8
3
7
5 8
3 6 8
4
7 4 9
2 6

8 1
4
3
1

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE

7

2 5
5
7

1

7 6
1

9
4
8 7
5

6
5 9
4

2

1

8

2

4
9 6 1

2
3
7 8

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Intrigue Salon
1275 Post Road • Fairfield, CT 06824
In the Brick Walk next to Tiffany Nail
Your One Stop for Hair and Nails
203-254-1015

Student Special
"with Student ID
"Junior & Senior Stylists
"Mention student discount
when booking appointment
20% OFF cuts and colors • 10% OFF all products
Men's cuts $18

^5

The

COFFEE BREAK

f ^f

1275 Post Road * Fairfield, CT 06&2AIn the Brick Walk (next to Citibank)
203-555-3330

Student Special
Mon-Wed
Manicure & Pedicure $ 25

Week of
11/10/08

Minor

College Crossword
<L-F ©2008 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.in-pursult.com

Leading the Way

by Joshua O'Connell

ACROSS
1. "It began with a bloody S!"
6. snakes
10. one who utilizes something
14. type of acid related to protein
15. challenge
16. missile storage space
17. fats
18. opera singer's solo
19. Bush thought this was evil
20. Martin Short/Steve Martin
vehicle (2 wds.)
23. a deer... a female deer
24. information
25. roads
27. singer Corinne Bailey
30. take care
32. a metallic sound, like from
a bell
33. Japanese animation
35. Brand of detergent
37. therefore
40. not gonna do it (hyph.)
41. natural ability
42. feeble
43. He wrote about a chocolate
factory
44. singer Loretta
45. They laugh a lot
46. money in Western Samoa
48. shivering episode
50. pig locale
51. nonmalignant tumor
54. thing
56. poetic before
57. Slurpee stop (2 wds.)
62. story
64. not mean
65. treasure discovery
66. smallest component in science
67. vehicles, at least one type
68. a shield's border
69. stitches together
70. difficult concern
71. people who glare

1

2

3

7

4

'

14

I
26

29

33

1

31

30
■

34

1

40
43

■j :

47

52

66
69

1

1

39

*

■

*
"

■ ■

1

PL

49

50

58

55

"

I

59

1 1

60

61

64

-

68

"
"

DOWN
1. pepper complement
2. female domestic
3. Ethiopian money
4. ceased
5. having a color similar to 13 Down
6. extremely
7. outfit worn by Hindu women
8. arrogant people (slang)
9. water animal (2 wds.)
10. America, for short
11. Kevin Bacon game (2 wds.)
12. With 61 Down, an Untouchable
13. love-offering flowers
21. consumed
22. generally paired with Lanka
26. foe
27. famous objectivist Ayn
28. small buffalo
29. Disney wolf movie (2 wds.)
31. she was a Princess, once

"

34. tooth type
36. dirtiness
38. polite guy, for short
39. fine
41. flashy dance
45. from
to
(foot
related) (2 wds.)
47. Angeles prefix
49. a language, and a group
of people, that live in the
southwest
51. cheese types (sounds like a
party to me)
52. angry
53. relating to birds
55. Christmas prefix
58. very light brown
59. type of rodent
60. at all
61. Last name of 12 down
63. printing term for bigger spaces

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

38

23

36

I57
63

13

26

531

56
62

22

41

"

12

.

■

21

34

11

„

"
,

20

51

9

'

17

27

.

8

Week of
11/10/08

Career Corner

Presentations:
UBS Investment Bank; Women's Networking Pizza Lunch
Wednesday, November 19
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
BCC 200
An informal networking and educational opportunity for students to drop by to have lunch with
representatives of UBS and learn about the financial services industry, jobs and internships.
IRS EAGER Program
Thursday, November 20
10:00a.m.-12:00p.m.
Kelley Center
Senior Accounting majors are invited to meet with the IRS Representative about career opportunities
FBI Meet and Greet
Thursday, November 20
4:45p.m. - 5:30p.m.
Kelley Center
Meet with an FBI agent to learn about careers in the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Internship and Full-time Application Deadlines:
Revenue Agent
Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
Research SystemsConsultant
FactSet
Financial Services Representative
First Investors Corp
Financial Services Internship
Financial Services Representative
Barnum Financial Group
Sales Representative
W.B.Mason
Executive Team Leader
Target Stores
Field Engineer
Schlumberger
Financial Representative
Northwestern Mutual (Russo)
Software Developer
Bloomberg
Accountant
Martin, DeCruze & Co. LLP
Associate Analyst
The Nielsen Company
Accountant/Finance Analyst
SAC Capital
Plant Operator
Public Service Enterprise
Leadership Development Program
Prudential Financial (Rl)
Technology Trainee
Legg Mason

11/19/08
11/28/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08
11/30/08]
11/30/08

Be sure to check eRecruiting for updates!
Visit www.fairfield.edu/cpc
Select Student Information and eRecruiting

National Career Development Day
Wednesday, Nov. 19th
10:00a.m. - 2:00p.m.
BCC Lower Lobby
Stop by the Career Planning Center table at the BCC to get your resume reviewed, learn interviewing
skills or gain insight into careers that relate to your personality and/or interests.

Career Planning Center Resume Review/ Drop - In
Fridays in November
1:30p.m.

4:00p.m.

Kelley Center CPC

New Career Resource ... Career Advisor Video Series
Watch our new video series covering topics such as Interviewing, Marketing Yourself, Preparing
Questions for the Interview and more. These short yet engaging videos offer major tips to-help you
land that job or internship. Visit: http://www.fairfield.edu/cpc_advisor_videos.html.

Saturday

Monday

Tuesday

November 15th

November 17th

November 18th

STAGS TIP-OFF PARTY
@ THE LEVEE 7PM

late Night Knockout

White Out Pre-party @
the Levee

Giveaways,
Free t-shirts, Mike's Pizza

Wednesday
th

November 19

NCAA Basketball '08

Video Game Tournament
in the Stag
7-9pm

I0pm-l2am BCC LL
Come win a Nintendo Wii!

Face paint, Sign making, Pizza
5-6:30pm
Buses will depart from the Levee to game

Men's Basketball Home
Opener vs. Sacred Heart
7:30pm

Thursday

Friday

November 20th
IRHA Fairf ield Idol

November 21th
STAG OLYMPICS 2008
BCC LL 8-11PM

November 22nd

Prizes include Boston Celtics
Tickets, Fairfield University
Box Tickets @ Arena, and
more!

POST-GAME PARTY @ LEVEE
FREE PIZZA 4-SPM

table outside Jazzman's

Saturday

Sign up in the FUSA Office or
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I'STAG SHOT' OF THE WEEK

IHE SAID IT.

MIRROR

"WhoisFairfield?"
The Daily O'Collegian, Oklahoma State
University's daily student newspaper, reporting the announcement that the fourthranked Cowgirls will play head coach Jim
O'Brien and the Stags - a relatively unknown
opponent in the Midwest - in the first round
of the NCAA tournament. ■
VOLLEYBALL

Sweeping the Saints: A victory in Albany to start the conference
schedule was good; defeating the Saints again at Alumni Hall, the scene
of last year's Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC) tournament
finals, was even better.
This Sunday, the Stags defeated Siena, 3-2, in five thrilling sets in
front of 225 fans. The victory is the team's third consecutive win and
stretches the team's conference record to 14-2. The Stags also pull to
within reaching distance of a regular-season title and the top seed in
the upcoming MAAC tournament.
Junior middle blocker Katie Mann, who won her second consecutive MAAC Offensive Player of the Week, had a historic afternoon. In
addition to a team-high 15 kills against Siena, Mann tallied the 1000th
kill of her collegiate career, a milestone shared by only nine other
players in program history.
The Stags conclude their season with a Senior Day game against
Manhattan this Sunday at Alumni Hall.
IBASKETBALL

Tip-off bound: The Fairfield men's and women's basketball teams
start their seasons this week against out-of-conference opponents.
Senior guard Jon Han and the Stags travel to Memphis to challenge the Tigers, which currently rank 12th in the Associated Press
(AP) preseason poll. "John [Calipari] and I go way back," said Cooley
of the matchup. "But, at the end of the day, it's just another game on
our schedule."
As for the women's team, their season begins in the North Carolina-Asheville Tournament in Asheville, N.C. The Stags play UNCAsheville in the tournament's first game on Friday night, followed by
a contest against either Williams & Mary or Morgan State.

iGAME OF THE WEEK;

Women's Soccer vs. OK. State
Friday, Nov. 14

Peter Caty/The Mirror
Killer attitude: Katie Mann '10 goes up for a block against Siena
in the Stags 3-2 victory over Siena at Alumni Hall on Sunday. During the victory Mann recoreded her 1000th career kill.

A week ago, the Stags knew that a MAAC
Championship was a challenge, but very
much in reach. Now, the mountain grows
even steeper, as Oklahoma State awaits the
Stags in the first round of the NCAA tournament, which will be played Friday evening in
Piscataway, N.J. The No. 4 seeded Cowgirls
won the Big XII championship following a
17-1-3 season.

IMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Justin Burse '08
SPORT: Men's Soccer
ACHIEVEMENT: The senior graduate student led the Stags to two crucial victories this
weekend, including a 3-0 shutout of Siena on Senior Day.

FEMALE STAG-LETE OF THE WEEK!
ATHLETE: Ahna Johnson '09
SPORT: Women's Soccer
ACHIEVEMENT: Johnson's three-goal effort spurred the Stags' tournament-clinching
victory over Loyola. Johnson has totaled a cumulative 10 points in her past two games.

k

,
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NURSES
ife works here

(,,.

Up here, the commute
is great, parking is
free and the careers
are some of the best
in the country. If you
need more out of your
career, if you need
wide open spaces and
the great outdoors,
Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center and
northern New England
can fill that void.

w.d hmc.org

We have leading-edge Nursing career
opportunities that offer all of the
following:
• Nurse Residency Program that
includes classroom, laboratory,
human patient simulation and
clinical time on one's unit.
• 12 weeks orientation
• State-of-the-art interdisciplinary
Patient Safety Training Center
An assigned preceptor
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center is
located in the picturesque Upper Valley
area on the border of New Hampshire and
Vermont. Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center features a modern, 400-bed Level 1
Trauma Center; the Children's Hospital.at
Dartmouth, research and clinical facilities
for Dartmouth Medical School and the NCI
designated Norris Cotton Cancer Center.

Contact us to make that
next step in your career.

wwwJifeworkshere.org
%. DAP

MEDICAL CE

Lebanon,

IN

Hampshire

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Editor: Keith Connors
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A red rally: The Fairfield women's soccer team waits anxiously prior to the announcement of Oklahoma State as the team's first round opponent for this Friday's NCAA tournament opening round game.

CONTINUED FROM P

team and we can win."
Fairfield's previous trips to the NCAA
Tournament have all ended with a firstround loss. But this year, O'Brien and the
team feel that they can contend.
"Four years ago, it was a great experience going," said O'Brien. "Now we want
to win games.
"We had freshmen who are now some
key players who have been through the
battles to get ready for this day," he added.
"We are much more athletic, we have more
speed, more technical ability."
Senior Robyn Decker agreed that this
year's team has more potential for winning
a game than her freshman year team.
"We're more skilled and more dedicated," she said.
To get to this point through, Fairfield
had to go through two opponents it lost to
in the regular season.
In the first round of the MAAC Tourna-

ment, the No. 2 Stags faced No. 3 Siena. The
game ended in the 0-0 tie after regulation
and double-overtime. But Fairfield won 5-4
on penalty kicks. Freshman goalie Kelly
Boudreau slid and caught Siena's last shot
while junior Casey Frobey nailed her shot
into the back of the net to advance to the
championship game.
"Nauseous," said Decker. "There's no
way to describe it.
"But we practice and we were confident
and ready," she said.
Against Loyola, the Stags started slowly, but senior Ahna Johnson scored three
goals to propel Fairfield to the win.
"We lost to Loyola on the road without
Ahna Johnson and beat them on a neutral
site with her," said O'Brien. "Whoever
Oklahoma State puts out there, they won't
be a better player or better at leading a team
than Ahna Johnson. Not to coin the phrase,
but she refused to lose on Sunday."
The game was scoreless until eight

minutes remaining in the first half, when
Johnson headed in a corner kick from
sophomore Nicole Cavallaro. She scored
again midway through the second half, again
heading a ball in. She added her third goal
four minutes later for the hat trick.
"We played good," said Decker. "Against
Loyola, we started slow, but once we figured
things out we played perfectly."
Fairfield had four players named to the
All-Tournament Team including Johnson,
Decker, Boudreau and junior Adrienne
Boyer. Johnson was named the Tournament
Most Valuable Player and the MAAC Offensive Player of the Year. She was also named
to the TopDrawerSoccer.com Women's Soccer National Team of the Week.
"We expected her to carry a large load
and she played along and proved that she
is capable and up to the challenge," said
O'Brien.
Johnson scored 15 goals, including
seven game-winners, this season and ranks

25th nationally in goals per game.
But the Stags will also have to focus on
stopping Oklahoma State, which scores 3.48
goals per game, the best rate in the nation.
Fairfield ranks 15th nationally in goals
against average, allowing 0.605 per game.
Decker and Downey lead the Stags'
defense along with freshmen Alyssa Decker
and Boudreau.
"That's the number one thing right
there, the senior leadership," said O'Brien.
"They're tested players who have been
through battles and worked hard."
Fairfield has not yet faced a nationally ranked opponent this season, but beat
Yale 3-2 in overtime, tied perennial power
UConn 2-2 and tied Harvard 0-0, which also
earned a NCAA Tournament bid.
"We go into any game as prepared as
we can be," said Downey.
For live coverage of the game against Oklahoma State, go to mirrorsports.blogspot.com.

rilffll JlOpCS! Men's soccer wishing for similar results in this weekend's MAAC tournament
BY TOM CLEARY

Two weeks ago, it looked unlikely that
the men's soccer team would even make the
MAAC Tournament after a two game losing
streak knocked them down to sixth place in
the conference.
But now Fairfield is the third seed in the
tournament after a three-game winning streak
moved the Stags to 6-3 in the MAAC.
"I was extremely pleased that the team
was rewarded for all their effort and preparation with two wins and a playoff berth," said

head coach Carl Rees.
"We have now scored
10 and conceded zero
[goals] in our last three
games so consequently
morale is high."
The weekend started with a shutout of
Marist 3-0 at Lessing
Field Friday night.
CLEMENTS
On Sunday the Stags
won again 3-0, this time on Senior Day as the careers of Aldo Hope, Mike Lentine and Tom Clements were honored. Also being honored was

graduate student and goalkeeper Justin Burse,
who was named MAAC Defensive Player of the
Week after recording two shutouts this weekend.
Kerr McLeod, another senior who missed the
season with an injury but remained with the
team, was also a part of the ceremony.
"The team has evolved and been galvanized in large part thanks to the leadership of
all of our seniors," said Rees.
"During my time here, the team has been
very successful and I wanted to continue that
trend," said Clements. "I also didn't want to
be remembered as the captain (of possibly the
most talented Fairfield team) who managed

not to make the playoffs."
The Stags will face Siena for a second week
in a row on Friday at 7 p.m. and then if they
are victorious, would face the winner of No. 1
Loyola and No. 4 Niagara, who play at 7 p.m.
"Definitely a lot of soul searching was
done after we got beat 4-0 against Niagara in
Buffalo," said Clements. "I think that loss hurt
everyone and we have now come together
more as a group. Confidence is high, so now
anything can happen come this weekend."
See mirrorsports.blogspot.com for more
reaction from Rees and the Stags.
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Stags hope that it is their time
That challenge falls largely on the shoulder of senior
Thus far, Edney has drawn rave reviews based on his
guards Jon Han and Herbie Allen, the Stags' team captains preseason performance. In last Thursday's scrimmage against
The scene had become all too familiar.
and formidable veteran backcourt.
Bridgeport, Edney showed flashes of brilliance, totaling 12
Han, a preseason All-MAAC selection, enters his fourth points and three assists in only 24 minutes of play.
For the second time in as many seasons, third-year head
With a gifted roster balanced with improving athletes and
coach Ed Cooley watched an elated Jimmy Patsos, head coach season as the team's starting point guard. A season ago, Han
of Loyola-Maryland, celebrate a Metro Atlantic Athletic led the league with 6.2 assists per game, and also served the a veteran presence, Cooley asserted that the team's goal is to
ensure a different lasting image come March.
Conference (MAAC) tournament victory, crushing Fairfield's team's primary scorer, averaging 11.7 points per game.
"If we rebound and defend better than we did the last
late-season surge and ending their season prematurely.
"I think Jon Han is one of the best point guards on the
"Quite frankly, I thought we had a disappointing end to east coast if not in the country in terms of how he handles the two years, we will be the team that will be cutting down the
last year," Cooley said. "I thought we were playing pretty game," Cooley said. "I think our challenge for Jon this year nets in March," Cooley said. "If we can defend and rebound
is for him to become more of a vocal leader."
— and that's a big if."
good basketball coming down the stretch."
Han is joined at guard by Herbie Allen, who averaged 8.8
Now, the Stags, ranked second in the MAAC preseason
coaches' poll, seem determined to prove that increased expecta- points per game last season and evolved from a sixth man off
of the bench and into a consistent scoring threat.
tions will also correlate to a markedly different ending.
"Herbie and I know that this is our year," Han said.
"It's our challenge to try to move past where we were
Views on the Stags from opposing coaches
"[We] know that there is a lot of weight on our shoulders.
last year," Cooley said.
But the number one thing that Coach
Jon Han steadies the group. He is such a steady
Cooley talks about every year is playing player and a steady ballhandler... They have pretty good
for your seniors."
up-front guys. Han and Herbie Allen - they are veteran
The most obvious difference between players now. They are really good MAAC players now.
this team and Cooley's previous Fairfield ... Mike Evanovich is going to make shots. Once guys
rosters is a vastly improved frontcourt. I like him and their forwards, especially Greg Nero, get
Junior forward Anthony Johnson, a going, they are going to be a favorite in the MAAC. ...
preseason third-team All-MAAC choice, Fairfield is so tough defensively and they keep coming at
returns as the team's starting center. you on the glass. They are an aggressive team, and they
Among returning players in the confer- have a tough style that wears people down ... I think they
ence, only Siena's Alex Franklin and are finally playing their tempo. They seem like they have
Iona's Gary Springer bested Johnson's no questions about what is going to happen.... They play
average of 7.2 rebounds per game.
with more of a confidence over the past three seasons. You
Beyond Johnson, juniors Greg Nero can tell that they have played together for a while now,
and Mike Evanovich, sophomore Yorel and I think the personnel has gotten better and better. ...
Hawkins and freshman Ryan Olander pro- Fairfield players have really taken a lot of strides since
Cooley got here. ... I like them in the MAAC. They are
vide the sizeable depth off the bench.
Sophomore forward Warren Edney second in the MAAC (in the preseason coaches' poll) and
think that is fair.
starts at the small forward position. His
slashing style of offense provides the
Peter Caty/The Mirror
perfect compliment Johnson and Nero's
Third times a charm: Head coach Ed Cooley hopes to lead the men's basketpost presence.
ball team to a MAAC championship in his third year at the helm of the Stags.
BY KEITH CONNORS

-
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Han has hopes of leading Stags to MAAC Championship in final season
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BY TOM CLEARY

is now

These days there is a lot to smile about for Stags senior point guard Jon Han. He was selected as a member of the preseason All-MAAC First Team and along with his teammates was
picked as the second best team in the conference in the MAAC coach's preseason poll.
But behind that smile, there is a lot on Han's mind. The pressure is on now, in his
senior season, as he looks to live up to
the expectations that he and others have
levied on him. The goal, as always, is a
MAAC championship and Han said that
he believes this year will be the year.
"I'm definitely looking forward to
this year," said Han. "I want to prove to
everyone that 1 can be a team leader and
bring a MAAC championship home. I
know this is our year."
Han has had a lot on his shoulders since the moment he arrived at Fairfield, serving as
the Stags starting point guard since his first game in 2005. That game was one that made
quite a splash, as he scored a team-high 17 points against St. Francis in a 69-64 loss. The
Stags finished a disappointing 9-19 that year and O'Toole stepped aside, giving way to
current head coach Ed Cooley in 2006.
Han, who is the team's lone senior along with Herbie Allen, said he feels that this is
"our year," a recurrent theme among the Stags. Han said he understands that there is a "lot
of weight on our [Herbie and Han's] shoulders.
"For me and Herbie, it has been a challenging three years," said Han. "Being
with O'Toole and not having the success that we wanted, and [then] getting used
to a new coach."
Cooley has preached playing for the seniors and he, along with Han, think that
this year there will be an extra motivation for the Stags to win the championship
for Han and Allen.
"Jon Han and Herbie Allen want success," said Cooley. "I think we all do as a community.
It's going to be up to them to provide leadership and bring us to where we want to go."
Last season, Han showed how valuable he is to his team, averaging a team-high 11.7
points and six assists. When he scored less then 10 points, the Stags were 3-9. Coming
down the stretch last year, when Fairfield won seven of its last eight games, Han scored
more than 15 points four times arid averaged 13.6 points. It is no coincidence that the Stags
won more when Han scored, as he clearly dictates the Stags offense.
"Han is huge for us. He is the foundation of this team," said sophomore forward
Warren Edney. "He's the one who keeps us together. Herbie, as well. When they're up,
we all get up [as a team]. We definitely look up to Jon and Herbie, and we need them to
be great this year."
Han said that he believes his success, as well as the team's, at the end of last season
led to his selection to the MAAC All-First Team last season and All-MAAC preseason
first team this year. He now has a chance to become the 35th Fairfield player to score
1,000 points in his career with a 200 point season, which is below his career average.
"I think since I've been in this league, I haven't got the recognition that I've wanted, to
be honest with you. Now that I'm finally getting it, it feels great," said Han. "But now I have
to live up to it, and put this team on my shoulders and win games.
"Maybe we will even have a ring when it's all over."

'Wow that Vm finally
getting [recognition] it
feels great," said Han.
"But now I have to live
up to it."

Ilwerther/The Mirror

Shooting for the stars: Now in his senior season, Jon Han is looking to lead the Stags
to their first MAAC championship since 1997. Han has been a starter since his freshmen
season and is near the top of the career-three point shooting leaderboard, currently seventh
all-time with 112 in his career.

The Han File

Peter Caty/The Mirror

One last chance: Jon Han enters his senior season looking to accomplish the one goal
that he has not been able to in his four years: Win a MAAC championship.

Hometown: Brooklyn, NY.
Height: 6' 1 Weight: 165
Career stats: 9.1 p.p.g, 414 assists,
112three-pointers (seventh all-time).
Fast facts: Scored a career-high 24
points against St. Peter's last season.
Named to All-MAAC first team
in 07-08, only 30 Stags have done it.
Named to 07-08 preseason first team.
Appeared on MTV Nike.
Battlegrounds TV show in 2003.
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Caskin looks to step into leadership role and help fill void left by Wrice

LllKG Gt
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

POCK

Spinning and driving past her defender, senior guard Megan Caskin hoisted a
jumper late in the second half against Bridgeport.
Her lone basket of the night in an exhibition game did not mean much for the final
score, but it did show her newfound aggressiveness on the offensive end.
"You looked like Iverson on that
one play," head coach Joe Frager told
her after the game. "I was" excited when
you did that."
Caskin acknowledged that she needs
to try to create some opportunities for
herself to score to help offset some of the
scoring lost by the graduation of Sabra |/7 0^7 77
IWI
Wrice and Meka Werts.
"I know I have to look for my shot
•
j

"Fin starting to
take charge a
little more," said

more," said Caskin, after the Stags scrim- tT^Ving TO Oe CLTl
mage against Bridgeport. "Tonight wasn't
the night, but I'm definitely going to be
more aggressive on the offensive end and
shoot when I have the opportunity."
Caskin has started as the Stags' point
guard for the past two seasons, but this is
her first without shooting guards Wrice and Werts. Left without a known two-guard
option, Frager is hoping to get contributions from across the board, including Caskin.
"She is stepping up," said Frager. "She is being more vocal and she is being an
extension [of the coaching staff]."
Caskin averaged 3.7 points, 5.1 rebounds and 5 assists per game last season. Her
rebounds" Were third highest on the team despite being one of the shorter players on
the court.
"That's just heart and hustle," said Caskin after last year's win against Boston Col-'
lege. "You just want to get that ball."
Last year was Frager's first at the helm of the Stags. He came in emphasizing halfcourt play and emphasized smarter decisions with the ball.
"I feel very comfortable in his offense," said Caskin. "I'm starting to take charge
a little bit more. I know he wants me to be more vocal on the court. I'm trying to be an
extension of him on the court."
Caskin finished last season with 156 assists, the ninth-best season in program history. She also had 16 blocks and 45 steals, third and second on the team respectively.
"Megan has been a rock for us as our point guard," said Frager. "She put in all
those minutes for us last year. She's in tremendous shape, but we even taxed that with
the amount of minutes we had to play her.
"She's just got to develop more confidence in herself," he said.
Caskin played an average of 35.6 minutes per game last year, the highest on the
team. However, freshman Sarah Paulus is expected to play significant minutes this
season as her backup. Caskin said that limiting her minutes should help decrease her
turnovers as she will remain fresh late in the game.
Caskin's increased involvement on the offensive end and her already significant
role on the team are two of the big keys for the Stags making a run in the MA AC.
"Our ultimate goal is always the MAAC Championship, but we just want to show
up every game and win every game," she said. "Pay attention to the little details and
hopefully everything else comes."

extension of
[Frager].."

IBBiS

r Caty/The Mind

Driving force: Women's basketball head coach Joe Frager plans to turn to his senior
point guard Megan Caskin to be an "extension [of him] on the court."

Leading by example: Caskin has started 61 games in her three-year Fairfield career and
played an average of 35.6 minutes per game last season, which was the most in the MAAC.
With only underclassmen behind her, bead coach Joe Frager and the Stags will again lean
on her for quality playing time.

The Caskin File
Hometown: Ronkonkoma, N.Y.
Height: 5'9
Career stats: 287 assists, 285
rebounds, 95 steals
Fast facts: Averaged over five assists
and five rebounds during 07-08.
Had a double-double against Siena
last season, scoring a career-high
10 points and dishing out a careerhigh 12 assists.
15th in program history in assists.
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Four starters return for Frager's second season
MAAC preseason first-team, while Geehan was named to the
third-team after averaging seven points and eight rebounds
With four returning starters, an energetic second year last year.
coach and a formidable record of 22-9 last season, women's
"I expect Baendu to have an excellent season," said
basketball seems poised for a ground-breaking year.
Frager. "She is very motivated to play her best basketball.
The team, predicted to reach second place in a pre-season She is a warrior."
poll of MAAC coaches, has everything on its side. Now all
Caskin meanwhile remains at the point guard position
it has to do is deliver.
after averaging five assists and five rebounds last year.
"Our goal is to improve progressively throughout the
They will compete under the direction of dynamic Frager,
season and hopefully be playing our best basketball during whose first season record is a great indication for this year's
the final third of the season," said second-year head coach Joe success. The Stags now know Frager's playbook better and
Frager. "To be successful we are going to need to play solid should be able to build on last year's 22-win season.
team defense and put a premium on precise execution on the
According to Frager, the captains, Caskin and Lowenthal,
offensive end of the floor."
have played a fundamental role in forming the team.
Leading the team are seniors Megan Caskin '09, Lauren
"They've done everything we've asked of them," said Frager,
Groom '09 and Baendu Lowenthal '09 along with fellow starter calling them "tremendously selfless" on and off the court.
Stephanie Geehan '10.
The team will feel the loss of starter Sabra Wrice '08,
Lowenthal averaged 14.6 points per game last season, who scored 1,577 career points and has since signed to play
the most among returning players. She was named to the All- professionally in England.
But Frager is hopeful that the team
will be able to step up and play more
aggressively to make up for the loss of
Wrice's offensive ability.
"We're going to need a collective
effort where a variety of players step
up," said Frager, citing key returners like
Caskin and Geehan who will likely contribute more this year on offense.
Geehan should be healthy this season after missing time with an injury last
year, which will be a big help, according
to Frager.
While he said that he does not know
the starting lineup yet, but he likes to
keep the lineup stable for the most part,
Jon OI!wenher7The Mirror sometimes making changes depending on
Perfect pair: Baendu Lowenthal (left) and Megan Caskin (right) will need to the opponent.
be leaders on and off the court in their senior season.
The Stags will also lean on their talBY MICHELLE MORRISON

ented freshmen class, to provide depth off the bench.
They have lost to Iona in the MAAC tournament the past
two years, but this season they hope to move further.
But to do so, Fairfield will need to overtake Marist.
The Red Foxes have long been the leader in the MAAC
tournament, winning four of the last five championships, while
Fairfield's last win came in 1998. The Stags have their sights
set on one thing, as every team in the MAAC does.
"Our overall goal, as always, is to win the MAAC championship," said Caskin.

ROM THE OTHER SIDE
Views on the Stags from opposing coaches
They have a lot of athleticism, led by Baendu Lowenthal, who is one of the top, if not the top post player
in the MAAC. She is a difficult matchup because she can
step away from the basket and also post up inside... They
are solid at every position, they have a senior point guard
who has a lot of experience and doesn't make a lot of mistakes in Megan Caskin. She makes good decisions with
the basketball and runs the team well... They also have
Stephanie Geehan who has really come a long way. She
is really good on defense and can rebound well... Shireyli
Moore is very athletic inside and she can give the Stags
quality minutes ... Lauren Groom can knock down the
shot from the outside and guard for them ... They have a
lot of different options and a lot of different ways that they
can hurt you. Just based on what I saw from Joe Frager's
team last year, they are going to be very disciplined and
they are going to compete hard ... They are one of the top
teams in the leagues and definitely a team that is going to
have a X on their back this year because they were picked
second behind Marist. They have a very good nucleus
returning, despite the significant loss of Sabra Wrice.
Second in the MAAC for them is legit.
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AMERICA BECOMES STAGNATION
Here is your primer for the road trips and frequent flyer miles that lie ahead.
BY KEITH CONNORS
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KANSAS
The game: Women vs. the Jayhawks
The Date: Wed. Jan. 7
Under fourth-year head coach Bonnie
Henrickson, Kansas has made the NIT
twice in the past three seasons.

STANFORD
While the Cardinal do not appear on a
Fairfield schedule this season, the significance of Siena's win in California a season
ago still echoes strong. Can the Stags find
their version of a 'Stanford-esque' upset
this year?

MISSOURI
The game: Men vs. the Tigers
The Date: Fri. Nov. 21
Head coach Mike Anderson returns four
starters to a team that adds one of the top
recruiting classes in the Big XII.

MEMPHIS
The game: Men vs. the Tigers
The Date: Sat. Nov. 15
The Stags start the season against head coach
John Calipari and last season's national
runner-up. Memphis is currently ranked No.
12 in the Associated Press preseason poll.

use

The game: Men in O'Reilly's Auto Parts Puerto Rico
Tip-Off
The Date: Nov. 20-23
Despite an opening round loss to Kansas State in last season's NCAA tournament, the Trojans are one of the most
nationally renowned programs in collegiate sports.
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Eight days. Five games. Two cross-country trips. As if the out-of-conference schedule was not daunting enough, this
year the men's basketball team opens up its season against Memphis, a Final Four team from a season ago, followed
by a rivalry game against Sacred Heart, and then they immediately take a red-eye flight to Puerto Rico. There waiting
for them: several of the top teams in the country. Head coach Joe Frager and the women's team will also add to their
frequent flyer miles after trips to Kansas, Indiana and North Carolina.
MAINE
The game: Women vs. the Black Bears
The Date: Sun. Dec. 21
Despite a subpar 2008 in the America East, the
Bears return top scorer Amanda Tewksbury and
boast a veteran starting unit.

MAAC TOURNAMENT
The venue: Albany, N.Y.
The Date: Mar. 5-Mar. 8
A year ago, both teams made early exits and watched
two conference rivals (hometown Siena and Marist)
celebrate an NCAA berth. Will '09 fare any better?

IPFW
The game: Women vs. the Mastodons
The Date: Wed. Nov. 26
Ranked seventh in the Summit Conference's preseason coaches' poll, sophomore
standout Jordan Zuppe hopes to improve
the team's 12-18 record from a season
ago.

./°*T:

CONNECTICUT
The game: Men vs. the Huskies
The Date: Fri. Dec. 26
An in-state, holiday showdown against
Hasheem Thabeet and UConn marks the
most highly anticipated out-of-conference
game of the Stags season.

VIRGINIA TECH
The game: Men vs. the Hokies
The Date: Thurs. Nov. 20
The Stags open the Puerto Rico tip-off
tournament against Va. Tech, which is
coming off another 20-win season.

-0

UNC-ASHEVILLLE

/

O'REILLY TIP-OFF

NOVEMBER

The venue: San Juan, RR.
The Date: Nov. 20-23
Memphis, Virginia Tech, Seton Hall and Xavier
are among the high-profile teams participating
in this nationally-renowned tournament.

■*^\^
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The game: Women vs. the Bulldogs
The Date: Fri. Nov. 14
Ashevillle, ranked fifth in the Big South preseason coaches' poll, appears primed to push
defending-champion Liberty this season.

Photo illustration by Keith Connors and Chris Simmons
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Women's basketball will rely on three freshmen along with a juco transfer to help
fill the void left by Sabra Wrice and Meka Werts. Five freshmen and a transfer
from Vermont look to help men's basketball fulfill expectations.

BY ERIC BERNSEN AND THOMAS FITZPATRICK

Photos by Larry Morgenweck, Photo Illustration by Chris Simmons

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

'7 think it is an unrealistic expectation to think that, as good
as some of our freshmen are and as hard as they play, they
are not going to be kids that can go out and get your 22 or
24 points. We are going to need a collective effort from a
variety ofplayers to step up," said head coach Joe Frager.

'7 am very pleased with our incoming class. I believe we
addressed our needs from a year ago with this group. With
the players we have coming back, our freshmen will be able
to concentrate on their strengths and can prepare properly
for the college game," said head coach Ed Cooley.

TARYN
JOHNSON
Forward

SARAH
PAULUS
Guard

DESIREE
PlNA
Guard

LAUREN
TUCKER
Guard

Taryn Johnson comes to the Stags this year from Brockton,
Mass.. The 5' 11" forward also scored over 1,000 points in her high
school career. She was named the team most valuable player as
a senior. She should see some playing time at both forward positions this year.

Guard Sarah Paulus brings a wealth of experience and good
genes to the team. Her brother Greg is the starting point guard at
Duke and all six of her brothers have played division I athletics.
The 5'9" point guard starred at Christian Brothers Academy in New
York, scoring over 1,000 points and dishing out over 700 assists
in her career. The two-time all state selection is expected to see
significant time at point guard, relieving senior Megan Caskin.

Desiree Pina joins the Stags this year to provide more depth in
the backcourt. She also received All-State honors three out of her
four years at Plainville high school in Connecticut, averaging 20
points, seven rebounds and five assists last year as a senior. She is
expected to spend some times as a starting guard.

Lauren Tucker, a 57" guard, joins the Stags after two seasons
at Shelton State Community College. During her career at Shelton,
she shot 38.8 percent from behind the arc and averaged 1.4 assists.
She earned All-Conference accolades and was named the ScholarAthlete of the Year.

"7 think we are asking a lot of them, and I think they are
handling it very well. It is definitely the best class since I
have been here," said senior co-captain Megan Caskin.

SEAN
CRAWFORD
Guard
BRANDON
DAVIS
Center
SHIMEEK
JOHNSON

Forward
RYAN
OLANDER
Forward
ROB
SlSCA
Guard

JAMAL
TURNER
Guard

Crawford comes to Fairfield after a successful career at
Notre Dame Prep in Laurelton, N.Y He emerged as his team's
top scorer and showed his range as a shooter by draining eight
three pointers in a game on three separate occasions. He helped
his team capture the 2006-07 National Prep Championship.
Brandon Davis, a 6'9" center from Greensville, S.C, will
provide support to the Stags inside game with his ability to
crash the boards on both sides of the ball. Davis will try to
overcome chronic knee problems to work into the line-up.
Shimeek Johnson, a 6'7" forward, brings versatility to the
court this season with the capability to score from anywhere on
the floor. Johnson earned All-State honors at Bishop Maginn
High School in Albany, N.Y and with experience he could be
among the team's leading scorers.
Ryan Olander will be another forward who will compete
for playing time. Olander, at 6' 11" brings size and mobility to
the table and set career records at E.O. Smith. High School in
Storrs, Conn, for blocked shots.
Rob Sisca, a Weston native, returns to southern Connecticut
after two seasons after Vermont. He sat out last season as per
NCAA transfer rules. He played 55 games and averaged 4.1
minutes per game. While at Weston High School, he set school
records for shooting three-pointers.
Jamal Turner will also be a new face in the backcourt after
a great career in two New England high school, most recently
atTilton High in New Hampshire. Turner's specialty is his ability to set up an offense and is a great passer. He should be the
back-up point guard to senior Jon Han.

"The freshmen give us versatility we didn't have last
year," said sophomore forward Warren Edney.
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Searching for an identity
A team without a home

Mirror file photos

A tale of two buildings: The debate has raged since 2001: Should Fairfield basketball be played at the Arena at Harbor Yard in Bridgeport or at Alumni Hall in the heart of campus?.

It seems
like every year
around this
MANAGING
time we find
EDITOR
ourselves in
the same debate. Should the basketball teams continue to play at Harbor
Yard or return to Alumni Hall?
When ever I approach this topic one question comes to mind:
How many students actually know how to get to Harbor Yard?
For whatever reason a trip to Harbor Yard on a weekend night is
not as attractive as a trip to the townhouses.
Since 2001, when Fairfield moved to the Arena at
Harbor Yard, people have called for a new on-campus arena
and the Stags back where they belong.
But as men's basketball head coach Ed Cooley has said
in the past, Harbor Yard is the home of basketball, at least
for the next few years.
It is a dilemma that has plagued the University. On
one hand, you have a state-of-the-art facility, which can't
be filled. On the other, you have an aging facility lacking
CHRIS HALISKOE
ONLINE

the necessary amenities, which has been packed for recent
men's games.
For one, the Arena is not in an attractive area. If your
going to a basketball game at Harbor Yard, chances are you
are coming back right after the game.
Another pitfall is that we are never, every going to
fill the place. To get 5,000 people to give up three hours
of their time to watch Fairfield basketball is not going to
happen. Fairfield even admits it by lowering the capacity
at the arena to 5,200 seats instead of the normal 9,500 with
an ugly black curtain behind the court. We could have two
games at the same time.
One problem relevant to our current economic state
would be the fact that the Arena is not customized to our
collegiate wallets.
I am not taking about the $7 ticket to enter, but the
$6 beer, the $3 hotdog and the $4.50 water. Concession at
games should be tailored the college crowd.
But, how does the alternative look?
Out of all our sports teams, basketball is the least connected with the student body. The school would be doing

them a favor by bringing them to campus.
Once the Arena's contract runs out the school has
only one choice and that is to leave the city of Bridgeport for the campus of Fairfield University.
While we do have a social responsibility to help
those in need in Bridgeport, I don't see how sending 50
people to an Arena miles from the areas that really need
an economic impact is going to accomplish that goal.
Basketball has always been the most prominent
team on campus. Back in the 1980s, 70s and 60s, the
Stags were among the best in the MAAC and consistently drew fans to Alumni Hall.
But times have changed and with the many distractions of college life, such as TVs in every dorm room,
the internet and video games, there is less of a draw to
sporting events, even if they are on campus.
In the end it all comes down to winning and making the trip attractive.
If the Stags are atop the MAAC and the price
is reasonable, the fans will come, no matter where
the game is being played.

A team without a rival
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Old school versus new school: In the 1980s, Holy Cross and Fairfield battled often in a fierce rivalry, as seen in the photo (left) from The Mirror in 1986. These days a new rivalry
has been created between Sacred Heart and Fairfield, which can be seen in the photo (right) of Anthony Johnson '10 dunking during last year's game at Harbor Yard.
TOM CLEARY
MANAGING
EDITOR

Last season as
Fairfield point guard Jon
Han '09 walked off the
court with a bloodied jersey and a broken
nose, still jawing at Holy Cross's Kyle
Cruze, Stags fans got a glimpse at what a
real rivalry is like.
Cruze had elbowed Han in the face earlier in the game, forcing him off the court at
a crucial moment. It brought back memories
to older Fairfield fans of a time when every
season Holy Cross and Fairfield battled in
what was one of the best rivalries in the
northeast, along with the Stags rivalry with
another Jesuit school, Fordham.
For years after Holy Cross and Ford-

ham left the MAAC for the Patriot League,
the Stags did not play their traditional rivals.
But since the Ed Cooley era started, the Stags
have restarted those rivalries, although they are
not the same without the conference implications of the '80s and years before that.
The problem now, according to athletic
director Gene Doris is that in the MAAC,
certain teams are better at certain sports. For
example, in soccer Loyola is the top team,
while in men's and women's basketball, Siena and Marist are at the top, respectively.
"It's difficult to define what a rival is,"
said Doris. "Our traditional rivals are not the
same. Right now I would say it was Loyola,
but they don't have baseball or softball.
There is no one rival across the board."
Ask Cooley about Loyola and he may
tell you again that, "when I see green I get
sick." And at a rally for the women's soccer
team at the Levee to watch what region they

will be playing in at the upcoming NCAA
soccer tournament, University President
Father Jeffrey von Arx told the team how
proud he was that they defeated Loyola, a
school he has a friendly rivalry with as his
friend and Fairfield alumnus Father Brian
Linnane is its president. Loyola and Fairfield
are similar schools, as both are Jesuit. But
the distance between them hurts the fierceness of the rivalry.
Last year a forced geographic rivalry
began between the Stags and neighbor
Sacred Heart, another Catholic university,
but one that is much different in terms of
student body and size. The Pioneers and
Stags played in a good game last year and
the arena was packed, but it will take years
for a true rivalry to develop.
The MAAC, which began as an association of New York and New England Catholic
schools, along with Army, is now made up

of teams spread out across the Northeast.
While some historic and geographical rivalries exist, such as those between Niagara and
Canisius and Iona and Manahattan, there
isn't much excitement at a game between
Loyola and Canisius.
It is a problem that has plagued collegiate sports nationally. While historic
rivals like North Carolina and Duke or
Texas and Oklahoma, still play every year,
other rivalries have fallen apart as athletic
programs begin to drift apart when teams
are better than each other. For example,
in the Maryland-Washington, D.C. region,
Georgetown has avoided playing Maryland
or George Washington, as those programs
have improved.
In the end, a rivalry is built out of competitive games between two teams. Over the
past few years Loyola has provided that for
Fairfield and made green an evil color.
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season. The smooth shooting guard torched
Vanderbilt in the first round of the NCAA
With its highest ranking in five years, tournament last March, scoring 30 points
Fairfield men's basketball looks like it has and leading Siena to a surprisingly easy upfinally worked its way back into the upper set win. Junior forwards Alex Franklin and
echelon of the Metro Atlantic Athletic Con- Edwin Ubiles also return, joining Hasbrouck
on the preseason All-MAAC first team.
ference (MAAC).
Fairfield was picked second in the reFairfield guard Jon Han was also a first
cent preseason MAAC coaches' poll, renew- team selection, but the senior leader is not
ing excitement in a program that has recently - focusing on individual accomplishments.
"As soon as I saw it on ESPN.com...
seen tough times. It has-been a long process
for the Stags, who have worked through an that they were the best team in the conference
NCAA investigation and a coaching change for sure, and they were going to get to the
since their last preseason ranking in the top second-round again, and Kenny Hasbrouck
is the best player. As soon as I saw that, I
half of the conference in 2005.
All roads to a championship go through showed my teammates," said Han of bulletin
Albany, though, where preseason number board material put Siena players have said in
one Siena not only has a formidable squad, recent articles.
It was more than just that for the Stags,
but also hosts this year's MAAC tournament. The Saints are a unanimous selection as Fairfield's fiery captain questioned
Siena's cockiness.
at number one.
"I think they have their expectations
The Saints are led by MAAC preseason
high,
and they're looking beyond everyone
player of the year Kenny Hasbrouck, a senior
who averaged over 16 points per game last and thinking that we can't compete," said

BY MIKE CURRAN

the senior Han.
Perhaps Han had last season in mind,
when Fairfield marched into the Times
Union Center and beat Siena on its home
court, proving it cannot only compete with
the Saints, it can win.
"I think they have a big bulls-eye on
their back," said forward Greg Nero about
the Saints. "When that game comes, I'm
going to be there 100 percent. I can't wait,"
he said.
The Fairfield women find themselves
in a similar situation to the men, as they
were picked second behind prohibitive
favorite Marist.
"The reality of it is that everyone else
in the league is looking up," said head coach
Joe Frager.
Marist has advanced to the NCAA
tournament the last two seasons, reaching
the second round last year and the Sweet
Sixteen two seasons ago. The Red Foxes are
led by preseason player of the year Rachele
Fitz and were a unanimous pick among the

coaches to repeat as champions.
Frager has his team focused on more
than chasing the league favorite. Coming
off a 22-win campaign last season, the Stags
will have to work hard each night to match
last season's success.
"I told our kids that you can't really
get a Marist obsession," said Frager, "You
have to take care of Iona and other really
good teams in this league to put yourself
in position to play Marist when it really,
really counts."
The women have a veteran group who
will approach each game the same way:
looking for a victory.
Frager. said that the goal is to win, but
Fairfield needs to take care of the other teams
before it can pit itself against Marist.
The top few teams in the league, which
includes Fairfield, St. Peter's, Canisius and
Loyola, will be "duking it out for the upper
tier," said Frager.
He hopes that in the end, his team will
emerge victorious.

MIRROR SPORTS
ANTHONY JOHNSON

3x5

HERBIE ALLEN

Guard, #5

Forward, #32

YOREL HAWKINS

Forward, #4

THE QUESTIONS

1. Who is your favorite NBA
player?

Amare Stoudemire (power foward,
Phoenix Suns)

Chris Paul (point guard, New Orleans Hornets)

LeBron James (shooting guard,
Cleveland Cavaliers)

2. What's your favorite show
on television?

"The Suite Life of Zack &
Cody."

"Martin."

"SpongeBob Squarepants."

3. What's the best course
you've taken at Fairfield?

American politics.

Business ethics.

American class structure.

4. What's your all-time favorite
movie?

"The Lion King."

"Coming to America."

"Love and Basketball."

5. This might surprise you,
but...

I like the Disney Channel.

I just learned to drive this year.

I'm a kid at heart.

www.fairfieldmiiror.com
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6 Postseason Honors

An insider's look on the players, coaches, and stories to
keep an eye on this season (including a prediction or two
for tournament time come March).
BY TOM CLEARY

5 Storylines to Follow

Women's Player of the Year
Rachele Fitz, Marist: Fitz is a no-brainer for
this pick. She dominates inside, can shoot from
mid-range and rebound with the best of them.
She will continue to put up big numbers as
Marist remains the top team in the league.

4 Bold Predictions
Siena men will not win the conference

The Siena/Marist Effect
Siena, ranked 21st overall in the preseason ESPN
poll, has emerged as a top mid-major team. Marist
is building off of back-to-back MAAC championships. Both have the preseason player of the year.
Do other teams stand a chance?

Whether it is Fairfield, Niagara, Rider or
someone else, it will not be Siena cutting
down the nets in March. The Saints are as
talented as any team in the MAAC, but repeating as champions is always difficult and
Siena won't be able to do it.

Men's Player of the Year
Edwin Ubiles, Siena: Kenny Hasbrouck may
make the Saints tick, but Ubiles is the go-toguy. He averaged 25.1 points in the last five
games of last year and 17 points overall. He has
consistently improved and will leap forward.

Men's Freshman of the Year
Trinity Fields, Iona: Experts say he has Big
East talent and the Gaels will need him to be a
scorer right away, the perfect combination.

Women's Freshman of the Year
Taryn Johnson, Fairfield: While fellow
classmate, Desiree Pina will receive significant
playing time, Johnson is an electric player who
scored eight points and seven rebounds in 15
minutes in the Bridgeport exhibition game.

Sixth Man of the Year
Clarence Jackson, Siena: With the top starting
line-up in the MAAC, Jackson is on the outside
looking in. But he should replace the scoring
lost when Tay Fisher (8 p.p.g) graduated.

Coach of the Year
Kevin Willard, Iona: The women's side is a
lock, Marist's Brian Giorgis, but on the men's
side Willard will help Iona to a above .500
record and make quite a splash.

Brotherly Love?
Rider's Ryan Thompson is loving life right
now. Not only was the sophomore standout
named to the preseason All-MAAC team, but
big brother Jason was drafted 12th overall by
the Sacramento Kings (NBA). Can Ryan fill
his older sibling's void?

Going crazy for Patsos

Marist women will return to the Sweet 16
Women's basketball is a different story. Marist
is leaps and bounds ahead of any other MAAC
team and many major conference teams and
will show that again this March.

Iona men will finish top 5
Willard has brought in two solid recruiting
classes in his two years with the Gaels and it
will pay off this year.

Chris Smith will be All-MAAC first team
The highly controversial (and highly successful) head coach of Loyola led the Greyhounds
to the team's second consecutive MAAC semifinals appearance. Can Patsos, though, overcome senior losses and take the next step?

Manhattan will lean on Smith, the brother of
Denver Nuggets' guard J.R. Smith for scoring
and defense and he will come through in a big
way, improving on last year's 9.9 p.p.g.

Red Fox Hunting

3 Sleeper Teams

Newly hired head coach Chuck Martin left Memphis for Poughkeepsie. In his first head coaching
job, can he use his experience and turn a rebuilding project into a stunning success?

Iona Gaels - men
Under second-year coach Kevin Willard, the
Gaels will surprise a few teams.

Marist Red Foxes - men
"Our Time?"
Head coaches Ed Cooley and Joe Frager have
both gotten close. Very close. Is this the year a
Fairfield team bring hardware back to campus
after the Stags take a trip to Albany?

Matt Brady may have left the Red Foxes, but
Chuck Martin learned from John Calipari.

St. Peter's - women
Tania Kennedy is among the MAAC's best
players and will make a difference.

2 Can't Miss
Games
Men: Siena vs.
No. 14Tennesee
Nov.27onESPN2
The top-ranked team in the
MAAC takes part in the
Old Spice Classic and plays
nationally ranked Tennessee with a chance to build
on last season's post-season
success.
Women: Marist at
Hartford
Feb.l5onESPN2
Two of the top mid-major
teams in the country face off
as part of ESPN's February
Frenzy. Both teams advanced
to the second round of last
year's national tournament.

1 Quote To
Remember
"If we rebound and defend
better than we did the last two
years, we will be the team that
will be cutting down the nets in
March — and that's a big if."
-Fairfield men's head
coach Ed Cooley
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BASKETBALL PREVIEW

2008-2C

Mirror

3ASKETBALL SCI EDULE

Nov. 6 BRIDGEPORT 8p.m.
Nov. 15 at Memphis 7 p.m.
8 SACRED HEART 7:30 p.m.
) vs. Virginia Tech* 10:30a m
i vs. Xavier/Missouri

ArmpypTm.
*=0'Reilly's Auto Parts Puerto Rico Tip-Off Tournament

Mai*. 6, 7, 8,9 at MAAC Championshi
Center, Albany

HO
Phott

008-2009 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
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Nov. 6 BRIDGEPORT 6 p.m.

Jan. 13 at lona Noon

Nov. 14 at UNC-Asheville 4:30p.m.

Jan. 16 at Canisius 7p.m.

Nov. 15 vs. Morgan St./Willjam and Mary 12:30 p.m.

Jan. 18 at Niagara 2p.m.

Nov. 17 VILLANOVA 7 p.m.

Jan. 23 at Marist 4:

Nov. 22 SACRED HEART 1 p.m.

Jan. 25 MANHATTAN (AH) Ip.m

Nov. 26 at IPFW

Jan. 29 SIENA (AH) 7p.m.

Dec. 1 at Cornell 6p.m.

Feb. 1 at Loyola 2p.m.

Dec. 5 at St. Peter's 7p.m.

Feb. 6 at Rider 7p.m.

Dec. 7 ION A 1p.m.

Feb. 8 NIAGARA (AH) Ip.m

Dec. 10 at Mount St. Mary's 7p.m

Feb. 12 MARIST (AH) 7p.m.

p.m.
«. Waqner* 5p.m.

n.m.

Feb. 14 CANISIUS 6p.m.
Feb. 20 at Siena 7p.m.

Dec. 30 vs. Dartmouth/Boston College* 5/7p.m.

Feb. 23 RIDER (AH) 7p.m.

Jan 4. LOYOLA (AH) 1p.m.

Feb. 28 at Manhattan 2p.m.

Jan. 7 at Kansas 8p.m.

Mar. 5,6,7,8 at MAAC Tournament @ Times Union Center,
Albany
te**«
ilMtfH

Jan. 11 ST. PETERS 1p.m.
*= Blue Sky Classic Tournament (at Dartmouth)

HOME GAMES IN CAPS
Photo by Larry Morgenweck

